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Mobbs Trophy goes to Screvv 
By SKIP 

IN ideal Sprog weather, 
Screw (W Schmelzer and A 
Warne), sailed consistently 
well to win the coveted 
Mobbs Trophy at Zwartkops 
on Sunday afternoon: Second 
and third positions went to 
Sphyrna (M and P Morgan) 
and Scrab (C Scribante and A 
Mew) respectively. 

The rapidly falling glass 
heralding a Westerly buster 
discouraged many skippers 
from taking to the water. At 
the start of the race the 
North-Westerly was gusting 

15 to 20 knotS, but an hour 
later when most of the yachts 
had completed the long beat 
up the channel from 0-buoy, 
it had strengthened consider
ably. 

However, by this stage the 
fleet only had to complete 
four exciting reaches past 
the club from A to B-buoys. lt 
was on these legs that yachts
men, both young and old, en
joyed themselves as they 
raced, sometimes at suicidal 
speeds and hanging on for 
·dear life. 

After some keen and close 

sailing in which the lead fre
quently changed as the skip
pers capitalised on their ri
vals' mi$takes, Sigebenga (P 
Baum and Keith) crossed the 
line first only to be disquali
fied for not sailing the proper 
course. She in turn was fol
lowed seconds later across 
the line by Screw who, in a 
pulsating finish, passed Scrab 
after she had capsized in an 
exceptionally heavy squall 10 
metres from the line. 

Once again Dogmatix II (A 
and S Scribante) showed fine 
form and looked very com
fortable throughout. At times 
this little Dabchick reached 
breathtaking speeds as she 
raced round the course giv
ing a number of Sprogs a sur
prise as she matched them 

for speed on some reaches. 
.The little Optimists sailed 

particularly well a11d de
served credit for completing 
the race without capsizing. 
Safabiliy (M Cullum) once 
again showed Nip-A-Long (K 
Britz) and Double Velvet (I 
Stansfield) the way around 
the course to win hand
somely. 

The last of the fleet had 
just enough time to get 
ashore before the full force of 
the gale was unleashed and it ' 
became apparent that the 
committee's decision to hold 
an early afternoon race was 
a wise one. 

• This weekend sees the 
sta~t of a two-round trophy 
series for all classes, begin
ning on Saturday at 3 
Sunday at 3... "I 


